
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Note : This question paper consists of three parts : Part – A, Part-B and Part-C.  Number of words to 

answers each question is only indicative.  Attempt all parts. 
 

Part–A contains 10 compulsory questions of multiple choice/fill in the blank/very short answer type 

question.  Answer all questions.  Each question carries 1 mark.                  (10x1=10 marks) 

 

Part-B contains 08 questions of which students are supposed to answer 05 questions.  Answer each 

question in approximately 200 words.  Each question carries 06 marks.                  (5x6=30 marks) 

 

Part-C contains 05 questions of which students are supposed to answer 03 questions.  Answer each 

question in approximately 500 words.  Each question carries 10 marks.                  (3x10=30 marks) 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Part-A 

Question: 1: 

 

1.  Academic writing is a serious and ………………way of writing.   (       ) 

 a)  informal b) formal c)  difficult d) easy  

2.  …..............is an academic material.     (       ) 

 a)  Newspaper b) Thesis c)  Radio  d)  Magazines  

3.  Plagiarism is a/an…..…......      (       ) 

 a)  writing b)  review  c)  agreement  d)  offence  

4.  Argumentative writing is also called …..…..............writing.   (       ) 

 a)  descriptive  b) detailed  c)  analytical  d)  persuasive 

5.  Narratives can be classified as …..…......  and …..…......   (       ) 

a)  story and poem   b)  novel and novella   

c)  novel and fiction   d)  fictional and non fictional   

6.  …..................... is a concluding phrase.     (       ) 

a)  Sure that b) Obviously c) Finally d)  That means 

7.  …..................... is the preliminary step before you start to write.   (       ) 

a)  Revising  b)  Pre-writing  c) Reading  d)  Writing  
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8.  Documentation style APA stands for …..…......     (       ) 

a)  Algerian Psychology Association b)  American Psychology Association 

c)  African Psychology Association  d)  Afro-American Psychology Association   

9.  The word ‘case’ in case study refers to a/an …..…......   (       ) 

 a)  idea b)  problem  c)  knowledge d)  place   

10.  A research paper is …..…......than essay.     (       ) 

 a)  longer b) easier c)  illustrative d)  shorter  

Part-B 

(2)  Briefly comment on types of academic writing. 

(3) Explain important steps to develop good habits of academic writing. 

(4)  Write a short note on characteristics of academic writing. 

(5)  What strategies do you use to write abstract? Explain.  

(6)   Briefly comment on style sheets in documentation. 

(7)  Write a short note on ‘plagiarism’. 

(8) What role do website resources play in academic writing? Discuss. 

(9) Write a brief note on importance of facts and opinions in academic writing. 

 

Part-C 

 

(10) Write an essay on the documentation style in academic writing. 

(11) Write a detailed note on the process of academic writing with relevant examples. 

(12) What are the most important features of academic writing? Discuss. 

(13) Write a comprehensive note on the academic ethics in writing. 

(14) What are the assumptions of the academic writing? Explain. 

* * * 


